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Running Head: Resilience through Cuban Rhetoric 
 
Driving across Cuba, it was immediately clear that I was in a whole new world. The most 
striking thing to see was the lack of advertisements, as the Cuban socialist economic system is 
not as committed to marketing and selling products as the capitalistic U.S. system is. Still, I saw 
a large number of billboards and signs. Upon closer inspection, I realized that these signs, rather 
than promoting products, promoted mindsets, leaders, and the revolution. Hailing the faces of 
José Martí and Che Guevara, signs declared “with revolutionary decision, let us continue with 
Fidel.” To the Cuban people, the revolution is still very much alive today. Contemporary Cuban 
culture embodies the rhetoric of the revolution and the charismatic leaders whose values shaped 
the island’s identity of community, unity and contribution, which are exemplified in daily 
practices that build resilience and sustainability.  
 Scholars have been studying the rhetorical impact of messages since 500 BCE in Greece.  
Littlejohn, Foss, and Oetzel (2017) define early rhetoric as “the art of constructing arguments 
and speechmaking” (p.44). They explain that rhetoric has “evolved to encompass all of the ways 
humans use symbols to affect those around them and to construct the worlds in which they live” 
(p.44). Colloquially, “rhetoric” often implies manipulation or deception, but the broader 
definition emphasizes that rhetoric includes all of the ways humans influence each other through 
communication and language. Thus, the study of language, messages, and rhetoric becomes vital 
to more deeply understanding social movements, history, and community mobilization. Rhetoric, 
in the case of this research, contains linguistic and visual elements. This paper investigates the 
role of each of these in shaping cultural identity and shared understandings of the Cuban 
Revolution.  
 Cuba’s unique position both politically and geographically has created a history unlike 
any other. Beginning in the 1700s with its fight for independence from Spanish colonizers, Cuba 
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has been a country of revolution. This pattern of revolution continued on for hundreds of years, 
evident as Cubans fought against slavery, challenged foreign domination, and resisted U.S. 
interference. In 1959, the revolution in Cuba came to a head as an attack, led by Fidel Castro, 
resulted in the implementation of a communist government. The following years were filled with 
conflict with the U.S. due to the dispute over communism. In their zeal to preserve democracy, 
especially in countries located as close as Cuba, the U.S. committed to fighting communism 
around the world, continuing to interfere in Cuba’s political and economic situation.  
While tensions with the U.S. continued, Cuba relied on its European ally, the USSR, for 
trade and financial stability. The fall of the Soviet Bloc in the late 1980s and early 1990s led to a 
large need for economic reforms in Cuba. Without the help and trade from the USSR, poverty 
struck Cuba. During this time, called the “special period,” finding food was extremely difficult 
as bodegas, the local venues where Cubans get their food rations, were not adequately stocked. 
Concern for their livelihoods mounted as Cubans did whatever necessary to feed their families. 
Some Cubans opened their homes up to tourists, others opened restaurants in their homes or sold 
food from their farms. These activities, however, were illegal. Soon enough, the government 
legalized many of these enterprises in an effort to boost the economy through regulations and 
taxes. While Cuba up to this point had used the peso, in 1993, the U.S. dollar, which was more 
valuable than the peso, was legalized. This move made the tourism industry the best way for 
Cubans to earn a living, as tourists could pay using the highly desirable dollar. No matter the 
circumstance, Cubans found the best way to provide for themselves and their families. 
In surviving this economic unrest and finding ways to provide for themselves, Cubans 
learned resiliency. Resilience is commonly understood to be the ability to recover from or adjust 
to adversity or change, but this definition is debated because of its lack of context. In fact, Sara 
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Potter contests that “approaches to resilience often advance normative based, factor-focused 
models that rely on empirically focused work using a variety of measurement strategies, 
attempting to restore communities to pre-disaster status. This is disconcerting as it can reinforce 
pre existing inequalities that continue to perpetuate vulnerability leaving those recovering from a 
disaster in perpetual struggle," (Potter, 2021, p.5). This applies directly to the example of 
resilience set by Cuba. Not only was the Cuban economy resilient in the face of economic 
fallout, Cuban citizens practiced resiliency in the face of hardship caused by numerous 
environmental disasters. Since the year 2000, Cuba has been struck by 37 hurricanes and tropical 
storms. Because of their reliance on farms and urban gardens for food and income, these storms 
have been devastating to the Cuban people. Any damage to the environment, even temporarily, 
can be detrimental to the livelihood of the Cuban people. However, after each disaster, they have 
been able to bounce back stronger than ever. Rather than returning to normal after a disaster, the 
people of Cuba create a new normal. They use these storms to find weak points in their systems 
and build them back up to be more resilient, finding a new way forward together as a 
community.  
Climate change has also impacted Cuban life. Unpredictable rain and warming weather 
have caused uncertain growing seasons and in recent years has resulted in the need for some 
Cubans to relocate. When in Cuba, I visited a cacao farm in Baracoa. This farm had been 
affected by changes in rainfall patterns. Due to the lack of consistency in rain, the owners needed 
to find a way to create a predictable environment, and began using banana plants to shield the 
plants from the rain. When excess rain fell, the large banana leaves would shield the cacao trees, 
protecting them from flooding. The leaves are also used to cover the ground around the farm, 
helping to trap moisture and promote growth with natural compost.  
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Through all of the instability and turmoil, whether political, economic, or environmental 
Cubans have found ways to adapt in all circumstances, thus producing a culture of resilience on 
the island. The ability to adapt has created a culture of growth rather than one of stagnation and 
frustration. Cubans have continued on the themes of resistance and perseverance foundational to 
the early roots of Cuban society and the revolution. Cubans have not simply stumbled upon a 
culture of resilience however. Leaders intentionally established resilience as a value to produce a 
unique cultural identity.  
The leaders of the Cuban revolution were instrumental in 
creating the Cuban cultural identity. Cuban people have admired 
revolutionaries since the death of Hatuey in 1512. Hatuey, shown in the 
image to the right, was a native Taíno chief who died fighting against 
Spanish conquistadors. Named “Cuba’s First National Hero,” Hatuey 
was the first in a long line of famed Cuban revolutionary figures. 
Among the most recognizable of these revolutionary figures are José Martí, Che Guevara, and 
Fidel Castro. To this day, these three men remain the faces of the revolution. Even though they 
are dead, their legacy remains alive to the Cuban people as evidenced by signs all over Cuba 
declaring their words.  
Words are vital to the power and influence that leaders have over their people. This 
happens in two ways: influential and instrumental power. “Influential power inclines people 
either to behave in certain ways or makes people adopt opinions/attitudes without exerting 
obvious force on them,” and “instrumental power is explicit power, which is imposed by the 
state, by the laws and conventions of this state and by the institutions and organizations we work 
for,” (Rodinza, 2009, p.113-114). With influential power, people can ignore messages with little 
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to no consequences. This is not the case with instrumental power. In Cuba, leaders use their 
influential power to persuade people to agree with their instrumental power. Their words are 
important and have been key to the creation of the Cuban cultural identity. 
José Martí, a leader of the independence movement in the late 1800s, advocated for 
diversity, stating that “to be Cuban comes before being white, before being black, before being 
mulatto” (as cited in Chomsky, 2015, p.18). Although he died long before the revolution of 1959, 
Martí’s views of inclusivity and freedom sparked the revolution that Castro and Guevara 
inherited. Che Guevara, an Argentine Marxist, was committed to spreading the ideas of socialism 
all over Latin America. To him, socialism was not simply an economic system, but a way to fight 
against oppression by creating a “hombre nuevo,” or new man. Fidel Castro began his 
revolutionary life as a part of the student movements, fighting against the military regime ruling 
Cuba. He went on to lead the unsuccessful July 26th movement in 1953. This defeat, however, 
did not stop Castro. Once released from jail and exiled from Cuba, he returned to lead the 
movement and overthrow President Fulgencio Batista in 1959, becoming President of Cuba. 
These leaders were men of the people, standing out not because of their wealth or class, but 
because of what they did for the Cuban people. Advocating for the best interests of Cuba as a 
whole, they emphasized community, resilience, and unity.  
 Because these leaders are highly respected by the Cuban public, the passions of the 
leaders have become the passions of the people. One example of this public attention to passion 
is Fidel Castro’s recognition of climate change. At the Rio Earth Summit in 1992, Castro gave a 
speech detailing the effects of the world’s environmental degradation. His speech, titled 
“Tomorrow Will be Too Late,” showed a progressive stance that has been echoed through the 
Cuban people ever since. A new draft of the Cuban constitution, put into effect in 2019, 
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acknowledges the reality of climate change and the threat it presents. While over 100 nations 
have environmental based laws written into their constitutions, Cuba is one of only four 
countries to formally recognize the existence of climate change. Because of the passion and 
concern for the state of the environment modeled by Castro, climate change has been a leading 
issue for the Cuban people for decades.  
Marxist Che Guevara fought to bring socialist ideas and revolution to Latin America and 
Africa. Guevara was committed to the freedom of the people from oppression. In his eyes, 
socialism was about more than just economics; it was about liberty and renewal. Explaining this 
mindset, Guevara wrote “I am not interested in dry economic socialism. We are fighting against 
misery, but we are also fighting against alienation,” (as cited in Chomsky, 2015, p.34). He 
believed that revolution would free people from affliction, creating in each person an “hombre 
nuevo.” This idea enticed Cubans who had faced hardships throughout their lives. Cubans 
wanted leaders who would be with them in the fight, not rulers who would look down on them 
from above.  Because he promoted values of unity and freedom not as a leader, but as a partner, 
Cubans clung to every word Guevara said. 
These revolutionaries, Fidel Castro and Che Guevara, were not simply leaders, but 
symbols of freedom from oppression. Castro and Guevara camped in the mountains with the 
revolutionary forces they led and fought beside during the long years of revolution. They placed 
themselves on the front lines, fighting directly for the liberty of the people. As dignitaries and 
powerful persuasive speakers, they became the voices of the revolution, speaking out against 
oppression in Cuba. This made them symbols of the movement, representing the dream of the 
Cuban people.  
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While their positions as both comrade and leader granted them authority and respect in 
the sight of the Cuban people, it was their choice of words that gave them unity and power. In a 
speech to the Central Committee of the Cuban Communist Party in 1965, Fidel Castro said, 
“amid the difficulties of every kind that accompany this moment in the history of the world, 
faced with an ever-mightier enemy, faced with the sad fact of the split in world revolutionary 
ranks, our policy will be one of closer unity. Our policy will be that of a small but free and 
independent nation.” Continuing to acknowledge adversity, Castro led the country to look 
forward to the solution. Using words like “our,” Castro emphasized his unity with the people of 
Cuba, rather than his position of leadership over them. Castro reiterated his belief in his country 
and his pride to be a part of it. Emphasizing unity, he showed the Cuban people that unification 
is the only way to overcome difficulties, making it a priority and focus in their lives. Similarly, in 
a speech to 19th General Assembly of the United Nations in New York in 1964, Guevara stated 
that “additional conditions are required for survival: the maintenance of internal unity, faith in 
one's own destiny, and the irrevocable decision to fight to the death for the defense of one's 
country and revolution. These conditions, distinguished delegates, exist in Cuba.” Guevara 
reinforced the position that unity and contribution to one’s country are the most important values 
one can hold, emphasizing that these values are the core values of Cubans. This unifying 
language gave the Cuban people someone to look to and believe in despite difficult 
circumstances. The legacy of these leaders are the values of community, contribution, and unity, 
which have been carried on and upheld to this day.  
While these men are no longer alive, their legacies live on, as their philosophies are still 
the core of Cuban life. Pieces of visual rhetoric that conveys this message are displayed 
throughout the country in the form of handpainted art, pictures, and billboards. Visual rhetoric, 
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as displayed in the signs below, can often be useful when quickly sending a message. Small 
quotes and eye catching art or colors can lead to a larger audience and overall more 
communication. All images and signs are not automatically rhetoric though, as in order to be 
rhetorical, “the image must be symbolic, involve human intervention, and be presented to an 
audience for the purpose of communicating with the audience,” (Foss, 2005, p.144). Each of the 
images below fit these criteria. They also have very specific messages that they intend to send, 
though they have the same running theme. Each of these signs declare loyalty to the revolution 
and its leaders in an effort to remind audiences of the revolution.  
The image to the right presents the faces of Guevara and another revolutionary, Camilo 
Cienfuegos, declaring “their examples live, their ideas endure.” Rocks propped outside of homes 
assert “Yo Soy Fidel,” or “I am Fidel,” as shown to the 
left. Signs in town quote Castro, like the one shown on 
the right, which says “this 
revolution, no matter how 
great the sacrifices, will never leave 
anyone helpless.” Each of these signs 
symbolizes the unity that being a part of the current day revolution 
brings. They remind Cubans what they have been through together 
and communicate the mindsets they should bring with them into the 
future.  
When I asked Cubans what their favorite quote was, one man responded with “if 
something bad happens to you, don’t stay under the weight of it. Get through it as quickly as 
possible,” showing the emphasis on resilience in Cuban culture. The values of unity, 
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contribution, community, and resilience which were promoted by revolutionary leaders of the 
past are the same as those exhibited by Cubans today. The Cuban people are deeply loyal to their 
country, history, and community. Although the revolution seemed to have ended in 1959, these 
signs demonstrate that the revolution is still alive in the eyes of the Cuban people. 
 These linguistic and visual aspects of rhetoric have created a collective identity that runs 
so deep, it has been woven into everything Cubans do. The rhetoric surrounding the values of 
community, unity, and contribution have been deeply ingrained in the identity of Cubans. These 
values have shaped all aspects of Cuban life, down to the organization of neighborhoods. Each 
city block in Cuba has a Committee for Defense of the Revolution (CDR). The residents of the 
CDR elect an official who serves the neighborhood, keeping an eye on the community. The 
elected representative will defend the revolution and inform the government if anyone speaks 
poorly about Cuba’s current system, allowing the government to know what is going on at all 
times. While this might seem an odd contradiction to the elements of unity, for Cubans it acts as 
an element of their community and cultural identity. By allowing residents to participate in this 
process further demonstrates the importance of community and contribution in Cuban life. The 
idea of contribution continues in the area of weapons training. In Cuba, it is not just the men who 
are expected to defend their country, as is commonplace in many other nations. All Cubans are 
trained with weapons and the Cuban army encompasses every citizen, as all people must be 
ready to defend the revolution at any time. These systems were set up intentionally to encourage 
the unity and resilience of the revolution within Cuba.  
  Another important example of contribution lies in the ration system. Since the 1960s, a 
defining part of Cuba’s economic system are bodegas that provide rations to the Cuban people. 
The ability of these stores to maintain the food supply needed for the Cuban people has 
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fluctuated over the years. After the revolution, the bodegas had enough food to meet demands 
and gave the people everything they needed. During the special period in the 1990s, however, the 
government was unable to produce or purchase enough food to feed the Cuban population. 
Cubans responded by planting gardens and selling food at illegal farmers markets. Eventually, 
the government legalized these new ventures in food production and sales with the 
implementation of the dollar. Bodegas continue to provide rations for the Cuban people to this 
day, now aided by Venezuelan allies. While these rations are provided by the government, the 
Cuban people pay for what their government gives to them. Ration prices are extremely low, 
each item costing a fraction of a peso. This makes them widely accessible while simultaneously 
encouraging contribution. If a Cuban does not work, they do not receive rations. Because of the 
value placed on unification, “in return for having basic needs guaranteed, the population was 
expected to contribute and participate” (Chomsky, 2015, p.45). It is necessary to contribute to 
society in some way and so, this system continues to advance those ideals and themes of 
community, unity, Cuban identity, and resilience. This idea of “doing your part” stems from the 
revolutionary mindset and has continued to be upheld as a strong value for all Cubans. Rather 
than taking for granted the provision that the government gives to them, Cubans understand the 
need to contribute to the cycle, an idea designed by revolutionary leaders to foster unity.  
 The most evident of all of these values is community. Contrary to the U.S. culture of 
individualism and independence, Cubans are focused on the needs of the community as a whole. 
While individuals take steps to ensure that they are provided for, it does not stop there. While 
learning about environmental sustainability and resilience in Baracoa, Cuba, I had the chance to 
meet many Cubans who exemplified this desire to care for those around them. One couple, Onyx 
and Pincho, permaculturalist homesteaders at “El Eden,” designed a large scale garden that 
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provides for the needs of their family. After taking care of their family, they share food with 
neighbors, nearby villages, group living homes, and families in need. If any goods remain after 
this, they may take it to the market to sell, but profit is not the goal of their food production. The 
purpose of their permaculture system is to feed themselves and those around them, not to make 
money. Giving away food is just the start of Onyx and Pincho’s outreach. They also teach classes 
to educate those around them on how to grow and preserve their own food, giving their students 
and neighbors healthy seeds from their own garden along the way. While giving away food is 
helpful in and of itself, Onyx and Pincho are committed to their community on a deeper level. 
Pursuing needs beyond the immediate needs of their community, they teach the community to be 
resilient and sustainable. This community based way of living sets them apart from the 
traditional norm in the United States and creates a unique value system that is key to their 
resilience not just as a community, but as a culture. 
Cuba has also placed a unique emphasis on the idea of resilience. While this resilience 
takes many forms, the most striking is its effect on the Cuban mindset. In Cuba, no matter what 
is going wrong, there is a belief that it will work out in the end. Exemplifying this idea, one of 
the rules in El Eden instructs visitors to “See opportunities, not problems.” Rather than focusing 
on what is going wrong, the Cuban people work to think of innovative ways to achieve a more 
successful result. Because of trade blockades and the frequency of natural disasters, one would 
expect sorrow or frustration or a pessimistic outlook on the world. Cubans, however, have a 
seemingly unbreakable sense of optimism. After parking the car at the third gas station on a 
nearly empty gas tank only to find that they do not have fuel either, most people would become 
quickly and easily angry. However, Cuban drivers get back in the car with a smile on their faces, 
optimistic that the next station will have some. When Cubans are going through something that 
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Americans would typically call depression, Cubans would say they are “en la lucha,” or in the 
fight. Rather than letting something negative affect them, they are constantly fighting to ensure 
that everything will work out.Perseverance is the only way Cubans know how to live. Messages 
seen on billboards and homemade signs when driving across the country foster and reinforce this 
mindset by declaring “Sí se puede”- “yes you can!” 
 The philosophy of resilience does not end with social and personal resilience. Just as they 
have adapted to disaster, the Cuban people have learned to adapt with the environment and use it 
to their advantage. Rather than let their circumstances define their wellbeing, Onyx and Pincho 
have created a system that will continually provide for them. They laid out their system, named 
“El Eden,” to maximize nature to their advantage in the most efficient ways possible. From 
creating composting toilets to naturally enriching rainwater reservoirs with nitrogen, Onyx and 
Pincho have taken the ideas of resilience and sustainability and turned them into a lifestyle. 
Because their livelihood is reliant on what they produce, sustainability is key in El Eden. 
Sustainability practices, such as keeping healthy seeds from healthy plants to sow in later years, 
refraining from chemical use, and using natural compost have led to higher production over time 
and greater overall efficiency. This high efficiency has made them and their entire system more 
resilient. Because they produce so much food, they are able to provide all that they need and 
more. Ensuring that this excess food is not wasted, they preserve it in various ways to use in the 
future. In case of economic failures or trade limitations, this provision will protect them. In the 
devastation of Hurricane Matthew in 2016, Onyx and Pincho were able to find the weak spots 
and vulnerabilities in the system at El Eden and make improvements to strengthen and better 
sustain the land. Through destruction and adaptation, the owners of El Eden have embodied and 
embraced resilience. Resilience, community, unity, and contribution all continue to be 
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encouraged and expressed by the Cuban people. These values were handpicked by revolutionary 
leaders to construct a distinct cultural identity, unified by the revolution.  
 Strong cultural identity, or the feeling of belonging within a group, is pivotal to how a 
country functions. Cuba’s strong cultural identity, strengthened by the values of community, 
unity, and contribution encouraged by revolutionary leaders, has led to resilience within the 
country, as displayed in El Eden. Contribution is a strong Cuban value, people like Onyx and 
Pincho are committed to doing their part and sharing their county with others. Because 
community is important to Cubans, they turn to their neighbors to share their produce, wisdom, 
and resources as they plan for the sustainability of the land into the future. These actions are not 
unique to El Eden, but are shared by everyone throughout the island. Because Cubans have 
adopted the philosophies of their leaders, they all share the same values. This unity has led to a 
secure cultural identity. A country of people willing to contribute to the greater good of their 
community is a resilient country, ready to adapt together to any situation. The revolution 
introduced shared values that have created a strong cultural identity in Cuba that continues to 
guide the Cuban citizens and lead to resilience.  
Because these values of community, unity, contribution, resilience and sustainability still 
exist, it is clear that Cuba has a culture that was not just cultivated for a period of need, but one 
that has become threaded into their cultural identity. It is a successful partnership of the 
government and its people to instill ideas and values into society to create cohesion and 
resilience. Cubans embody the very ideas that the government has created for them, generating a 
strong and united country. If the U.S. can find a way to replicate the way that these adaptive 
tendencies were built, we can utilize them to create a more resilient society. Understanding that 
governmental rhetoric has an effect on citizens is the first step to doing so. This rhetoric, if used 
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in an irresponsible way, can be destructive and problematic. Conversely, it can create a stronger 
community. Language is impactful, and to impact their citizens in a positive way, leaders in the 
U.S. need to carefully plan their language to create a cohesive cultural identity, just as Cuba has 
done. This means encouraging unity through differences, community and contribution despite 
individual needs, and resilience in the face of adversity.  
Through my trip to Cuba I was able to meet and talk with Cubans who still deeply 
believe in the revolution and discover why they continue to hold these beliefs. Since the death of 
the Hatuey in 1512, Cuba has been loyal to the leaders who fight for the good of the people.  
Rather than blindly instructing Cubans, they led by example, proving that they were on the same 
side as the average citizen, uniting people through their rhetorical choices. They created a 
message of shared identity that carried with it ideals and values still held deeply by the Cuban 
people I met. By presenting themselves as symbols of freedom from oppression Cuban leaders 
created language not only for the purpose of defeating their enemies but also to unite the people 
of their country.  
These leaders and their philosophies have created a strong cultural identity by 
encouraging community, unity, and contribution. The resilience that has stemmed from these 
values has given Cuba and its people the ability to adapt to many different circumstances. By 
creating a society that focuses on community and adaptation, the Cuban people have been quick 
to band together to solve problems, effectively mobilizing the general public in a way that no 
other western country has before. José Martí said, “culture, which makes talent shine, is not 
completely ours either, nor can we place it solely at our disposal. Rather, it belongs mainly to our 
country, which gave it to us, and to humanity, from which we receive it as a birthright." Because 
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